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Abstract

This paper presents an economic analysis of legal protection for computer software. The unique technological and economic attributes of computers and computer markets significantly alter the traditional public goods analysis for legal protection. Because of the many interrelated stages of the computer industry and the high costs of contracting among the diverse producers and consumers, expansive legal protection for software threatens innovation and dissemination of new, improved, and less expensive products. In addition, the network externality associated with computer operating systems--commonly referred to as the problem of compatibility--suggests that broad legal protection for computer software discourages adoption of uniform standards and has implications for incentives to innovate new operating systems. The paper argues that a hybrid patent/compulsory licensing scheme for operating systems would better promote innovation and dissemination of improved products and realization of network benefits. The paper also suggests ways in which copyright protection for application programs could be better tailored to achieve the objectives of legal protection.
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Introduction

It became evident by the mid-1970s that intellectual work embodied in new technologies -- in particular, computer software -- did not fit neatly within the traditional forms of legal protection for intellectual property.\textsuperscript{1} Because of the complexity of these issues, Congress created the National Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works (CONTU) for the purpose of recommending a national policy that would provide adequate legal protection for intellectual work embodied in new technologies while ensuring public access.\textsuperscript{2} The Commission conducted hearings and received expert reports beginning in May, 1976. On July 31, 1978, CONTU recommended that full copyright protection be extended to all forms of computer software.\textsuperscript{3} Congress implemented this recommendation in the Federal Copyright Act of 1980.\textsuperscript{4}

The computer industry has undergone dramatic change in the eight years since CONTU issued its recommendations.\textsuperscript{5} In 1978, there were fewer than 200,000 microcomputers (costing more than $1000) in the United States.\textsuperscript{6} By the end of 1986, there are estimated to have been more than 12 million.\textsuperscript{7} Over this same period, computer software revenues will have grown at an annual rate of more than 20\%.\textsuperscript{8}
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Problems that have emerged during this period of growth -- impediments to entry by small, independent firms,\(^9\) wasteful expenditure of vast resources to develop non-infringing, yet compatible computer systems,\(^10\) and the lack of clear industry standards\(^11\) -- have highlighted serious shortcomings of CONTU's analysis and recommendations. These problems can be traced to CONTU's inadequate appreciation of the public goods problem raised by computer software and CONTU's failure to recognize the network externality inherent in computer systems.

The members of CONTU recognized that authors and inventors might not be able to appropriate an adequate reward for their effort when the cost of copying software is low.\(^12\) CONTU naively assumed that simply affording broad protection to all forms of computer software would encourage the optimal level of innovation in computer technology, thereby promoting the public interest. What CONTU failed to appreciate, however, are the potentially detrimental effects of bestowing broad legal protection at a critical level of a complex industry.

What ultimately determines the social value of legal protection for intellectual property is the speed at and extent to which it fosters the availability of new,
improved, and less expensive products. Technological innovations at particular stages of the industry are important determinants of social welfare; but only to the extent they are diffused and adopted. Given the many interrelated stages of the computer industry -- basic research, operating systems, hardware products, integrated hardware systems, peripherals, application programs, marketing -- and the high costs of contracting among the diverse producers and consumers at each stage, expansive legal protection at an early stage inhibits innovation at the other stages, thereby slowing diffusion and adoption. In addition, when technological advancement at one stage proceeds by enhancing prior innovations, bundling innovations, and applying prior innovations in a new area -- as in applications programming -- long-lived protection slows innovation, diffusion, and adoption.

Moreover, CONTU failed to recognize the importance of the fact that computers are a systems technology. Uniform product standards broaden the availability of complementary products such as application programs. Affording full copyright protection to operating systems -- the source of compatibility -- can discourage adoption of widespread product standards and technological innovation.

This Article addresses these shortcomings of the CONTU
recommendations by presenting an economic analysis of legal protection for computer software.14 Before we can undertake such an analysis, it is important to have some familiarity with the technological, economic, and legal landscape. Part I describes salient features of computer technology and Part II discusses the markets for computers and computer products. Part III then identifies and describes the two primary sources of market failure that might justify government intervention -- the public goods nature of information and the network externality flowing from industry-wide standards. Part IV describes the current state of legal protection for computer software in the United States.

Parts V and VI analyze, respectively, legal protection for computer operating systems and application programs. They first assess the need for legal protection. They then analyze the economic effects of using copyright doctrine to protect these forms of computer software. These Parts conclude by outlining modes of legal protection that are better tailored to remedying the market failures in the computer software market. Part VII offers some concluding remarks.
I. Computer Technology

An understanding of the basic technology of computers is essential to analyzing legal protection for computer software. This Part briefly reviews the salient features of computer technology. Section A discusses the design of computers, highlighting the relationship between hardware and software. Section B discusses the major types of computer software.

A. Overview of Computer Processing

1. Evolution of the Modern Computer

The first computing machines were comprised completely of hardware. These "dedicated" counting machines could perform only the one function that they were wired to perform. They had to be rewired in order to perform a different function.

During the 1940's, scientists developed the first machines that could store and use encoded instructions or programs. The central processing unit (CPU) is the actual computer in these programmable or "universal" machines. The CPU is wired to perform a basic set of "primitive functions" such as addition and multiplication. In essence, a computer
processes data by performing controlled sequences of these primitive functions.

The flexibility provided by programmability greatly enhanced the utility of computers. Limitations of electronic technology, however, constrained the computing power of the first generation of computers. The electronic vacuum tubes that ran these computers were bulky and consumed large amounts of energy. The invention of the transistor in the late 1940s greatly expanded the capability of computers. Since information in computers is stored and processed using binary electronic switches, the great challenge for the computer industry was to reduce the size and compactness of these switches. The development of integrated circuits enabled many switches to be fit within thin layers of semiconductor material. By the 1970s, "semiconductor chips" containing more than 100,000 transistors were being used in computers.

As chip technology advanced, the size of computers decreased while their computing power increased. The early computers were predominantly large and expensive "mainframes". By the early 1960s, advances in electronics technology enabled computer firms to manufacture minicomputers. Further advances in electronics -- in particular, the development of very large-scale integrated circuits -- have made micro- or personal computers possible.
2. Modern Computer Design

The basic hardware of a modern computer system includes a CPU, internal memory storage, and disk drives or other devices for transferring data and programs into and out of the internal memory. The internal memory typically features two types of chips: random access memory (RAM) and read-only memory (ROM). RAM chips serve primarily as temporary storage devices, though they can also serve as permanent memory for data or programs. Data can be input into RAMs, erased, or altered. ROM chips have memory permanently embedded in them and therefore can only be read by the computer. This information cannot be altered by the computer system.

Computer engineers design the programming capability of a computer to suit the user’s needs. By building more of the desired function directly into the wiring of the computer, they can achieve more efficient processing. This greater speed, however, comes at a cost of less flexibility -- that is, less ability to run a wide range of programs. This technological trade-off harks back to the early days of computer technology when all programs were wired into the computer. Advances in computer technology have made greater efficiencies of processing possible without the need to
hard-wire the computer. When a user has only a few computing needs or when high speed processing is desired, however, it may still better to rely heavily upon internal programming.

Most microcomputers feature a high degree of programming flexibility. These computers typically have a general operating system that controls the hardware components of the system. The operating system also assists the computer in reading and implementing externally stored application programs. The range of application programs that can be run on a computer determines the computer's flexibility. The next section will describe the nature of computer software in more detail.

B. Types of Computer Software

Computer programs can be written in object code or source code. Object code is sequences of binary units (0 or 1) that can be read directly by the computer -- in essence, a binary unit simply indicates whether particular electronic switches should be in the on or off position. Source code is sequences of instructions in higher level computer language (such as Fortran or PL-1). Programs written in source code must be translated into object code in order to
be read by the computer. This is accomplished by compilers (or translators) within the computer.

There exists a complex hierarchy of computer programs. The two major categories of programs are: (1) operating systems; and (2) application programs. Operating systems manage the internal functions of the computer. They coordinate the reading and writing of data between the internal memory and the external devices (e.g., disk drives, keyboard, printer), perform basic housekeeping functions for the computer system, and facilitate use of application programs. In essence, the operating system prepares the computer to execute the application programs.

Application programs perform the wide range of data processing tasks sought by the computer user. Examples of application programs include bookkeeping programs, word processing programs, data processing programs, and video games.

II. The Markets for Computers and Computer Products

At the most basic level, consumers demand "computing services" to meet their data processing needs. As we saw in Part I, these needs can be satisfied completely by hardware;
or they can be satisfied by a general purpose computer equipped with the appropriate application software. Thus, hardware and software are both substitute and complementary commodities. Consequently, although this Article focuses on legal protection for computer software, it will be important to consider the implications of modes of legal protection for the broader markets of computers and computer products.

A. Demand for Computer Services

The demand for computer services is driven by the great diversity of entities -- businesses, government agencies, research institutions, individuals -- with data processing needs. These needs range from simple calculations to complex scientific applications. Consumers also differ in the variety of data processing tasks that they must accomplish. A medium-sized business, for example, might have many data processing tasks for which a computer might prove useful: handling the payroll, record-keeping, word processing, and projecting business trends. In contrast, a manufacturing company might simply need to regulate the temperature of a kiln. A physicist might need a computer to execute high speed calculations.

B. Supply of Computer Services

The hardware sector of the computer industry consists
of original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), semiconductor chip manufacturers, and vendors. The vendors purchase computer components and chips from the other firms and assemble them into computer systems. A few dominant firms in the industry like IBM are involved in all aspects of hardware research and development.

The software sector offers a wide variety of services and products. This work includes the design of general operating systems, contract programming, and the development of commercial application packages. Many large hardware systems manufacturers develop operating and application software for their systems. There are also many small, independent firms specializing in aspects of software services and product development.
C. Evolution of the Computer Industry

The rapid advancement of all aspects of computer technology has enabled the computer services market to expand at a blistering pace since the advent of commercial computing in the mid 1950s. Since 1955, machine performance has increased by 6 orders of magnitude.\textsuperscript{II.1} The greater sophistication, enhanced flexibility, and lower cost of computing power has greatly expanded the market for computing services. Computers -- which were not long ago found only at large corporations, research institutions, and government agencies -- are now in a substantial portion of American homes.\textsuperscript{II.2}

In the hardware field, the trend has been toward smaller, universal computer systems. In 1965, domestic consumers purchased 260 minicomputers and 5,350 mainframes.\textsuperscript{II.3} Minicomputer unit sales surpassed mainframe unit sales by 1974. And microcomputer unit sales surpassed minicomputer unit sales in their second year of production (1976). It is estimated that sales of microcomputers (costing more than $1000) reached approximately four million units for 1986. This translates into revenues of almost $12 billion, giving microcomputers the largest share of computer revenues.\textsuperscript{II.4}
These trends in hardware have dramatically changed the structure of the software sector of the industry. Just 10 years ago, most software firms produced custom programs for the predominantly commercial customers.\textsuperscript{II.5} The advent and proliferation of microcomputers and the increase in flexibility of minicomputers has greatly increased the demand for general purpose application packages. Consequently, firms producing commercial application packages for the variety of computer systems have emerged as the major revenue generating force in the computer industry.\textsuperscript{II.6}

Software is expected to play an increasingly important role in the computer market. The Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers Association predicts that software revenues will grow at an annual rate of 13.6\% through 1990, compared to a rate of 9.7\% for the hardware sector of the industry.\textsuperscript{II.7} In the coming years, a major focus of the industry will be toward connecting the vast array of computer and telecommunication systems.\textsuperscript{II.8}

III. Economic Justifications for Government Intervention in the Market for Computer Software

A fundamental reference point for economic analysis is the proposition that in the absence of market imperfections,\textsuperscript{III.1} competition will assure an efficient allocation
of resources. This Part provides a general discussion of two market failures prevalent in the market for computer software. Section A discusses the market failure endemic to all markets in goods that embody technological innovations -- the public goods aspect of information. Section B discusses the market failure created when individuals' utility or satisfaction from consuming a good depends on the number of other persons consuming the same good. This might arise in the computer field, for example, because the availability of application programs for use with a particular operating system depends upon the number of people owning microcomputers featuring that operating system. Section C explains why these market failures and the technology and structure of the software industry suggest that a functional distinction be made in analyzing legal protection for operating systems and application programs.

A. Innovation as a Public Good

All markets for goods embodying intellectual work exhibit an externality commonly referred to as the "public goods" problem. Public goods have two distinguishing features: (1) non-excludibility -- it is difficult to exclude those who do not pay for a good from consuming it; and (2) non-rivalrous competition -- additional consumers of the good do not deplete the supply of the good available to
others. Beautiful gardens and military defense are classic examples of public goods. The private market will undersupply these goods because producers cannot reap the marginal value of their investment in providing such goods. III.5

As CONTU well recognized, the information comprising innovations in computer software is a prime example of a public good. III.6 Given the availability of low-cost copying technologies, it is often impossible to exclude non-purchasers from the benefits of innovations embodied in computer programs once they are made commercially available. Moreover, one person’s use of the information does not detract from any other person’s use of that same information. Since the authors and creators of computer software cannot reap the marginal value of their efforts, they will, in the absence of other incentives to innovate, undersupply technological advances in computer software. The government typically alleviates the public goods problem in generating innovation and original expression by bestowing limited legal protection for goods embodying novel ideas and literary works containing original expression.

1. The Nature of Laws Protecting Intellectual Property

The basic linkage between the scope of intellectual
property protection and the public welfare involves three steps.\textsuperscript{7} First, enhancing the scope of intellectual property protection (e.g., by increasing the term of legal protection or expanding the breadth of legal protection) increases the expected reward to the creator by enhancing the opportunity for monopolistic exploitation of any works created. Second, increased rewards encourage inventive activity. Moreover, the disclosure of new discoveries that is fostered by protection further spurs inventive activity. Third, greater investment in inventive activity results in the discovery of more ideas and faster advancement of technology, thereby increasing the range of products and reducing the costs of products to society.

This basic linkage, however, is greatly complicated in markets for products in which innovation occurs at many stages. What ultimately determines the social value of technological progress is the speed at and extent to which new, improved, and less expensive products are available. Individual technological innovations at particular intermediate stages are important determinants; but the pattern of adoption and diffusion of these innovations is of critical importance.\textsuperscript{8} Historical and industry studies of the innovation process find that inventions are highly interdependent; "technologies undergo a gradual, evolutionary development which is intimately bound up with the course of
their diffusion."III.9 In fact, "secondary inventions"—
including essential design improvements, refinements, and
adaptations to a variety of uses—are often as crucial to
the generation of social benefits as the initial
discovery.III.10

These interactions have been and continue to be particu-
larly important in the evolution of computer technology.
Advances in computer technology are made at many inter-
related levels—basic research, system-unit hardware,
operating systems, peripheral equipment hardware, applica-
tion programming, marketing—by diverse individuals,
firms, and research institutions. It cannot be assumed
automatically, therefore, that expansive legal protection
for intellectual property at any one level will generate
both the optimal amount of innovation and the optimal
diffusion path.III.12

2. Assessing the Need for Legal Protection for
   Intellectual Work

The failure of one of the assumptions underlying the
efficiency of the free market system is only a necessary
condition for government intervention; it is not a suf-
ficient condition. Because of the costs of legal protection
(in terms of adverse effects on the market directly affected
as well as distortions in other markets), the unregulated market, though not efficient, might still perform better than government regulation. Thus, it is important to assess the extent to which other forces -- both market and non-market -- tend to offset the adverse effects of the public goods problem.

The market itself often provides means by which producers of public goods can realize sufficient rewards to encourage them to produce such goods. Often being the first firm to introduce a product earns the innovator substantial and long-lived advantages. In addition, producers of products embodying innovations can internalize some of the benefits of their research efforts by requiring purchasers to enter into long-term maintenance and updating contracts. They can also require purchasers to enter into licensing agreements prohibiting reproduction of the product and dissemination of information embodied in the product.

Alternatively, producers can utilize technological means for preventing those who do not pay for the good from enjoying the benefits. For example, anticopying devices can impede reproduction and disclosure of intellectual work embodied in products. If these means of protecting research and development are inexpensive and effective, then legal protection may not be needed to ensure efficient provision
of the good. Indeed, there would be no appreciable public goods problem.

Government and private subsidies of research and development can also alleviate the public goods problem. Government research and development subsidies, particularly through the Department of Defense, have been extremely important in the development of computer technology. Moreover, universities, whose work product typically is in the public domain, have played an important role in the development of computer technology.

3. The Design of Legal Protection for Intellectual Work: Balancing Costs and Benefits

As the discussion of diffusion issues above indicates, legal protection for intellectual property engenders real costs to society. In addition to the direct costs of research and development associated with increased inventive activity, enlarging the scope of intellectual property protection increases the losses due to monopolistic exploitation of innovations. These losses are particularly regrettable for innovations that would have been created in the absence of legal protection. Moreover, a broad regime of intellectual property protection might inhibit inventive activity by competitors and producers of complementary and
downstream products. Finally, a system of protection of intellectual property will entail administrative expenses, including the costs of keeping abreast of the legal rights of others and enforcing legal rights.

From the perspective of the public interest, the optimal system for protecting intellectual work equates the marginal benefit of enhancing the scope of intellectual work protection -- in terms of the availability of more and better products -- with the marginal cost of greater protection -- in terms of research costs, losses due to monopoly exploitation, administrative costs, and inhibiting effects on inventive activity.

B. Network Externalities

The second principal market failure in the computer software market, one which CONTU overlooked in its analysis and recommendations, arises from the presence of network externalities. Network externalities exist in markets for products for which the utility or satisfaction that a consumer derives from the product increases with the number of other consumers of the product.\textsuperscript{16} The telephone is a classic example of a product for which there are network externalities. The benefits to a person from owning a telephone are a function of the number of other people
owning telephones connected to the same telephone network; the more people on the network, the more people each person can call and receive calls from. Another classic network externality flows from the prevalence of a standard typewriter keyboard. Because almost all English language typewriters feature the same keyboard configuration, commonly referred to as "QWERTY", typists need learn only one keyboard system.

Network externalities also inhere to product standards which allow for the interchangeability of complementary products. Examples of products for which this type of network externality is important are video cassette recorders, phonographs, and computer operating systems for microcomputers. As we discussed in Part I, general computer systems have developed that allow consumers to use a variety of application software programs on the same system-unit hardware. The only requirement is that the application program be coded to work on the operating system embedded in the general computer system. Thus, the operating system serves as a compatibility nexus for a particular computer network. Application software producers will develop more programs for systems that are widely used; hardware producers will develop more configurations of disk drives, memory, and other features for popular operating systems. In general, the benefits of a larger computer
operating system network include a wider variety of application software that can run on the operating system, lower search costs for consumers seeking particular application programs that run on the operating system, and wider availability of compatible hardware configurations and peripherals.

1. The Effect of Legal Protection for Product Standards on the Realization of Network Externalities

An important economic consideration in markets featuring network externalities is whether firms will have the correct incentives to adopt compatible products, thereby enlarging existing networks. Professors Katz and Shapiro demonstrate that firms with brand recognition might prefer to adopt non-compatible product standards even though net social welfare would be improved by their adoption of compatible products.\textsuperscript{III.20} The explanation for this behavior is that by adopting a compatible standard, a firm enlarges the size of a network that comprises both the adopter’s product and those of its rivals. This will have the effect of increasing the desirability of rivals’ products to consumers, thereby reducing the adopter’s market share relative to what it might be had the firm adopted a non-compatible product standard.\textsuperscript{III.21}
The availability of legal protection for product standards strengthens this adverse incentive by increasing the rewards that firms with brand recognition can reap by increasing the rewards to developing non-compatible products standards. In the absence of legal protection for product standards, the private benefits from introducing a non-compatible product standard will be short-lived. As the product standard gains acceptance in the marketplace, other firms -- perhaps those without wide brand recognition -- will adopt the new product standard, thereby competing away the market share of the first producer. By contrast, the availability of legal protection for product standards greatly increases the rewards that a firm can reap by successfully introducing a non-compatible product standard. It allows a firm to enter a market without expanding the network of its rivals, while enabling the firm to obtain the exclusive right to manufacture and sell products embodying its standard. In this way, the firm can enjoy a long-term monopoly in the standard, with the option, of course, of licensing the standard to others at a significant royalty.

Should a proprietary product standard become a de facto industry standard, the magnitude of external benefits from the network will depend on the ability of the "dominant" firm to serve the market (i.e., through diffusion of the products) and the transaction costs of licensing the
standard to firms that can better serve segments of the market. Thus when consumers have homogeneous demands, one firm with mass-production and marketing capabilities can adequately serve the market, ensuring that the full potential benefits of the network are realized. But when consumers have heterogenous demands -- i.e., their needs are sufficiently specialized that one manufacturing and marketing organization cannot adequately serve all of them -- and costs of licensing are high, the network will not expand sufficiently to generate its full potential of external benefits.

2. The Effects of Legal Protection for Product Standards on Innovation in and Adoption of New Product Standards

While a widely adopted product standard can offer important benefits to consumers and firms, it can also "trap" the industry in an obsolete or inferior standard. In essence, the installed base built upon the "old" standard -- reflected in durable goods and human capital (training) specific to the old standard -- can create an inertia making it that much more difficult for any one producer to break away from the old standard by introducing a non-compatible product, even if the "new" standard offers a significant technological improvement over the
In this way, network externalities can retard innovation and slow or prevent adoption of improved product standards. III.25

As an example of this phenomenon, investigators cite the persistence of the standard "QWERTY" typewriter keyboard despite the availability of a better key configuration developed by August Dvorak and W.L. Dealey in 1932. III.26 Adoption of the better standard appears to have been effectively stymied by switching costs -- the costs of converting or replacing "QWERTY" keyboards and retraining those who use this system. Because of the fear that national standards would exacerbate the excess inertia problem, the National Bureau of Standards declined to set interface standards for computers in the early 1970's. III.27

The availability of the proper mode of legal protection for product standards can alleviate this excess inertia effect by assuring innovators of better standards a limited monopoly in the event their standards break into the market. Without the availability of legal protection, innovators' profits would be competed away as other firms introduced competing products embodying the better standard. It should be noted in this regard that legal protection is more important for encouraging innovation in product standards by smaller firms than for firms with well-established reputa-
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tions because the latter have less difficulty in establishing new product standards.

At the same time, however, affording legal protection for product standards encourages investment by competing firms in efforts to circumvent legal protection. Firms that are prevented from using established standards often invest substantial resources in attempts to develop compatible, though non-infringing, products. From the broader social perspective, investment in research resources solely to circumvent legal protection, as opposed to advancing the state of the art, is wasteful.

3. The Effect of Legal Protection for Product Standards on Competition and Innovation in Complementary Products

In many cases, a product standard is but one component of the ultimate product. In the computer field, for example, operating systems (and related ROM chips) are typically sold as part of computer packages comprising a basic system-unit, software, and peripherals. By offering the component embodying a product standard only as part of a package of components, a firm that enjoys legal protection for the product standard can effectively prevent other firms from offering products that utilize the product standard.
In a static model of competition, there is little reason to fear that this tying phenomenon III.28 will be any more harmful from an efficiency standpoint than the general anticompetitive effect of monopoly power in the proprietary product standard. III.30 All monopoly profits that can be obtained from exploitation of packages comprising the protected product standard can be reaped by exploitation of the product standard component alone. When dynamic considerations are incorporated into the analysis, particularly effects on innovation and maintenance of market power over time, tying can add to the social welfare losses associated with static monopoly power. III.31 By tying a product standard to complementary products, a monopolist can effectively discourage other firms from attempting to improve such complementary products because there might be little or no market for such products. This can delay socially valuable innovations and prolong the existence of monopoly power.

Even in the presence of these dynamic considerations, a firm will not necessarily market its proprietary product standard in only the most complete ultimate products. It will want its product line to appeal to a wide range of consumers -- from those seeking a simple version of the product to those seeking all of the extras. Moreover, by
limiting the variety in which its product standard is available, the firm enhances the appeal of rivals' product standards, particularly those that come in a range of models. These factors affect the extent to which a firm which possesses a proprietary product standard will allow competitors to offer products that complement its product standard.

4. Government Policies to Address Network Externalities

Network externalities present a problem of coordination among decentralized agents. The government has numerous means by which to promote coordination. It can set standards directly, relax antitrust restraints that prevent private firms from setting voluntary standards, promote standardization through its market power as a major purchaser, and facilitate access to industry standards through the design of laws protecting intellectual property. In other words, the question is the proper mode by which the government can strengthen sanctioning of sponsorship of standards to promote an optimal balance of competition, realization of network externalities, and innovation.

In this Article, we are concerned primarily with the role of legal protection as a means of accomplishing these objectives. As we will see below, however, legal protection
can play a detrimental role if not properly tailored to market conditions. In designing legal protection for intellectual work featuring network externalities, policymakers should foster the realization of benefits from standardization -- wider availability of products, lower search costs, vigorous competition -- while minimizing the potentially adverse effects of universal access to new technologies on incentives to innovate better product standards.

C. A Functional Distinction Between Operating Systems and Application Programs

Every computer program invokes different degrees of the public goods and network externalities market failures discussed above. Before embarking on formal analysis of legal protection for computer software, therefore, it is necessary to divide up the product space into useful categories of study. If a category is too broad, then the analysis may overlook important distinctions among products. On the other hand, if the product space is divided into too many categories, there is a risk that policy recommendations will be too ad hoc to be administratively feasible. III.35

Fortunately, a fairly clear demarcation emerges from our review of technological and economic aspects of computer software and the principal market failures affecting its
provision. Our discussions of technological aspects of types of computer software and network externalities highlight a critical distinction between operating systems and application programs. Operating systems establish standard protocols and formats to which application programs and some peripheral equipment must be tailored. Application programs, by contrast, primarily access the computer to perform specific user tasks. They do not in general serve as a standard for other software or hardware. Because the network externality concerns associated with operating systems are fundamentally different from those associated with application programs, it seems sensible, at least as a first cut, to analyze legal protection for these two categories of computer software separately. III.36

It will be important to keep in mind, however, that the distinction between these two categories of software products, like other distinctions in the computer field, III.37 is not crystal clear and is subject to change as technology advances. III.38 Moreover, there is risk that legal distinctions, by altering the nature of property rights, will encourage those affected to develop products that provide maximum legal protection rather than social benefit. Despite these cautionary notes, there are clear economic principles that could guide regulatory authorities and courts in interpreting the distinction. In particular,
the distinction would turn largely on whether the product in question serves as a standard that affects access to an important market. III.39

In the next Part, we present an overview of the various forms of legal protection currently available for computer software. Parts V and VI then analyze legal protection for operating systems and application programs, respectively.

IV. Legal Protection for Computer Software in the United States

Creators of computer software may seek legal protection under the three traditional forms of legal protection for intellectual property: copyright, patent, and trade secret law. In addition, under a 1984 law, producers of semiconductor chips can now protect the intellectual work embodied in such chips under a hybrid form of legal protection. Of these forms of legal protection, copyright typically provides the most direct and easily attainable protection for computer software.

A. Copyright Law

Under copyright law, IV.1 a work must satisfy two principal requirements in order to obtain copyright
protection: (1) it must be an "original wor[k] of authorship"; and (2) it must be "fixed in [a] tangible medium of expression." IV.2 An author of a copyrightable work receives exclusive rights to the use of that work for the author's life plus fifty years. IV.3 Copyright law protects the form in which an idea appears rather than the idea itself. IV.3

The copyright statute enumerates seven categories under "works of authorship" including "literary works", defined as follows:

works, other than audiovisual works, expressed in words, numbers, or other verbal or numerical symbols or indicia, regardless of the nature of the material objects, such as books, periodicals, manuscripts, phonorecords, film, tapes, disks, or cards, in which they are embodied. IV.4

A work is "fixed" in a tangible medium of expression when:

its embodiment in a copy or phonorecord, by or under the authority of the author, is sufficiently permanent or stable to permit it to be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated for a period of more than transitory duration. A work consisting of sounds, images, or both, that are being transmitted, is "fixed" for purposes of this title if a fixation of the work is being made simultaneously with its transmission. IV.5

Although section 102(a) does not expressly list computer programs as works of authorship, the legislative history suggests that Congress considered programs to be copyrightable as literary works. IV.6 Any ambiguity about whether copyright protected computer programs was resolved in 1980 when Congress amended the copyright law by adding a definition of a computer program: "A 'computer program' is
a set of statements or instructions to be used directly or indirectly in a computer in order to bring about a certain result."IV.7 The amendments also substituted a new section 117 which provides that "it is not an infringement for the owner of a computer program to make or authorize the making of another copy or adaptation of that computer program" when necessary to "the utilization of the computer program" or "for archival purposes only."IV.8 The language of this section, by carving out an exception to the normal proscriptions against copying, clearly indicates that programs are copyrightable and are otherwise afforded copyright protection.

The scope of these provisions have since been delineated by the courts. In a landmark case, Apple Computer v. Franklin Computer,IV.9 the Third Circuit held that the Copyright Act extends to operating programs as well as application programs, whether fixed in source code or object code or embodied in read-only-memory (ROM).IV.10

B. Patent Law

Patent law provides protection to "any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof . . . ."IV.11
patent protects its owner not only from competition by copiers of the inventor’s work, but also from those who independently discover the advance. IV.12 Recipients of patent protection enjoy rights to exclusive use of the subject matter of their intellectual work for 17 years.

Unlike copyright law, patent law protects the utilitarian aspects of a work and not just the particular way the invention is expressed in the patent application. IV.13 So as not to unduly hinder scientific and technological progress, however, the subject matter of patent has traditionally been restricted so as not to allow an inventor to obtain protection solely for mental processes IV.14, scientific principles IV.15, laws of nature IV.16, or mathematical algorithms IV.17

The Patent and Trademark Office initially took the view that computer programs were not patentable subject matter because they could be characterized as sequences of mental steps and/or mathematical algorithms. IV.18 In the first computer program related cases to reach it, the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals ("CCPA") IV.19 took a more favorable view toward the patentability of computer programs. Rejecting the conclusion that sequences of mental steps fall outside of patentable subject matter, IV.20 the CCPA granted protection for computer programs which conducted spectro-
graphic analysis of the concentration of elements in a mixture of gases, IV.21 mathematically projected three-dimensional figures onto two-dimensional surfaces, IV.22 and improved seismographic recordings. IV.23

In In re Benson, IV.24 the CCPA again reversed the Patent Examiner, granting patent protection for a method of converting from one numerical base to another in conjunction with telephone interconnection processing. The Supreme Court reversed IV.25 on the ground that the granting of the patent would effectively preempt the algorithm embodied in the method. IV.26 Although specifically stating that its decision did not preclude patentability for computer programs, IV.27 the opinion created great uncertainty about the permissible scope of such protection. The uncertainty heightened when the Supreme Court overturned the next case in which the CCPA granted patent protection for a computer protection, this time a program for controlling automatic banking devices. IV.28 The Supreme Court reversed the granting of a patent not on the ground that the program preempted an algorithm but because the invention was obvious IV.29; the Court specifically noted that its Benson holding was limited. IV.30 The Supreme Court again reversed the CCPA in Parker v. Flook, IV.31 holding that an invention embodying a mathematical algorithm for using an array of variables to update alarm limits could not be protected
because the algorithm, like a scientific principle, is assumed to be in the prior art.\textsuperscript{IV.32} As in its other computer program cases, the Court noted that it was not holding that computer programs could not be patented.\textsuperscript{IV.33}

In the aftermath of these cases, the CCPA continued to grant patents for computer programs,\textsuperscript{IV.34} though perhaps with greater reserve.\textsuperscript{IV.35} The Patent and Trademark Office saw these cases as conflicting with the Supreme Court's earlier pronouncements.\textsuperscript{IV.35} In 1980, the Supreme Court granted certiorari in two such cases. In the first, the CCPA had granted a patent for a computer program embodied in firmware which made it possible to communicate directly with internal registers in the computer.\textsuperscript{IV.36} An equally divided Supreme Court affirmed without commenting on the merits.\textsuperscript{IV.37} In the other case, \textit{Diamond v. Diehr},\textsuperscript{IV.38} the CCPA had granted a patent for a rubber curing process which used a programmed computer to determine the precise curing time.\textsuperscript{IV.39} In a 5-4 decision, the Supreme Court affirmed. Viewing the claim "as a whole," the Court concluded that the process at issue was no different from other historically patentable industrial processes which transform one article, in this case raw, uncured synthetic rubber, into a different state.\textsuperscript{IV.40} The Court did not think the claim was any less patentable because it employed a mathematical algorithm in the process.\textsuperscript{IV.40} It distinguished \textit{Parker v. Flook} \textsuperscript{IV.42} on
the ground that the invention used an algorithm simply to generate an alarm limit which is merely a numerical value; in effect, a patent would have preempted use of that formula. By contrast, a patent on the process in *Diamond v. Diehr* would only preempt others from using the complex series of steps in the process.

Since the decision in *Diamond v. Diehr*, the Patent and Trademark Office has taken a more liberal attitude toward patentability of computer program applications.\textsuperscript{IV.43} The CCPA has cautiously expanded patent protection for computer programs. In particular, its decision in *In re Pardo*\textsuperscript{IV.44} portends greater patent protection for computer operating system programs. The inventor in *In re Pardo* sought patent protection for an invention which converted a computer from a sequential processor to one that is not dependent on the order in which it receives program steps. The CCPA held that the fact that the invention uses an algorithm does not render it invalid.\textsuperscript{IV.45} The court concluded that the application properly recited a process for controlling the internal operations of a computer and did not fall within one of the judicially determined exceptions to the patent law.\textsuperscript{IV.46}

Despite the availability of patent protection for those computer programs satisfying the requirements of the patent
law, there are two principal factors discouraging computer programmers from seeking patent protection. First, in contrast to copyright law which requires only that computer programs be original, the patent law has a relatively high statutory threshold; a computer program must be novel, non-obvious, and useful in order to qualify for protection. Related to this factor, the standards for novelty, non-obviousness, and usefulness with respect to computer programs are still relatively uncertain.

The other major impediment to patenting computer programs is the great cost and long delay associated with obtaining patent protection. A prospective patent owner must first prepare a careful application. The application must then go through a lengthy substantive review by the Patent and Trademark Office. Given the great speed with which computer technology is evolving, the advantages of going through this process are significant for only a small portion of programs developed.

C. Trade Secret Law

Common law and state statutes may be used to protect trade secrets embodied in computer software. Although trade secret law varies from state to state, a widely adopted definition of a trade secret is:
any formula, pattern, device or compilation of information which is used in one’s business, and which gives him an opportunity to obtain an advantage over competitors who do not know or use it.

The subject matter of a trade secret must be secret so that, except by the use of improper means, there would be difficulty in acquiring the information. . . . Some factors to be considered in determining whether given information is one’s trade secret are: (1) the extent to which the information is known outside of his business; (2) the extent to which it is known by employees and others involved in his business; (3) the extent of measures taken by him to guard the secrecy of the information; (4) the value of the information to him in developing the information; (5) the amount of effort or money expended by him in developing the information; (6) the ease or difficulty with which the information could be properly acquired or duplicated by others. IV.49

Thus, in order to obtain trade secret protection, a business must establish that its information is novel, valuable in the trade or business, and secret. The novelty element requires that the information be more than that commonly known in the trade, though it need not achieve the threshold level of novelty required for patent protection. IV.50 With regard to computer programs, it is sufficient that the program apply commonly known concepts to a new function IV.51 or embody a novel combination of generally known concepts. IV.52 The element of value is usually presumed if the information is used in the business. IV.53

With regard to computer programs, particularly those that are mass marketed, the primary obstacle to obtaining trade secret protection is the secrecy requirement.
Although absolute secrecy is not required to obtain trade secret protection, the secrecy element typically requires that a business endeavor to take in-house measures to minimize disclosure and restrict dissemination of the information in products distributed to end-users. Computer software firms typically distribute their products through limited licensing agreements rather than through sales contracts in order to satisfy the secrecy requirement of trade secret law. There is concern, however, that such agreements are unenforceable as contracts of adhesion and that mass distribution of this type is inconsistent with the requirement of secrecy. Commentators suggest that businesses may be able to retain trade secret protection for mass marketed computer programs that are disseminated in object code only.

A business which satisfies the above requirements can prevent those who discover the trade secret by improper means or from a third party from using the trade secret as well as recover damages. A firm is not protected, however, from one who obtains a protected product through permissible means, e.g., unrestricted licensing, and through reverse engineering, discovers the valuable information contained therein.

Furthermore, trade secret protection for computer software may be preempted by the Copyright Act.
Although the House Committee Report indicates that Congress did not intend to preempt state unfair competition and trade secrecy law, the courts have yet to achieve unanimity on this point.

A number of practical considerations also limit the value of trade secret protection. As matters of common law and state statutes, the requirements and scope of trade secret protection vary across states. More significantly, it is difficult for licensors of computer software, particularly for programs which are mass marketed, to monitor and enforce licensing agreements. Moreover, proving violation of trade secret can be especially difficult with regard to computer programs.

D. Semiconductor Chip Protection Act of 1984

In 1984, Congress enacted legislation establishing a new category of legal protection for intellectual work embodied in semiconductor chips (mask works). Since computer software may be fixed in such works (e.g., the fixing of object code in ROMs), the Semiconductor Chip Protection Act (SCPA) provides yet another means by which programmers may protect the intellectual work contained in computer software. The SCPA provides a 10-year term of protection.
Unlike the other forms of protection of computer software, the SCPA is tailored to the unique attributes of the new and evolving technology of semiconductors. IV.66 For example, the SCPA permits reverse engineering for the purpose of developing improved versions of mask works. IV.67 It also provides an exception for innocent infringement. IV.68
V. Legal Protection for Computer Operating Systems

Having reviewed the technology and economics of computer products, the principal market failures affecting the provision of computer software, and the various forms of legal protection potentially available for computer programs, we are prepared to assess the efficacy of the prevailing legal regime. This Part presents an economic analysis of legal protection for the intellectual work embodied in computer operating systems. Drawing on the economic framework developed in Part III, Section A assesses the need for legal protection. Section B then analyzes the costs and benefits of the primary mode of legal protection for operating systems in the United States -- traditional copyright doctrine. Section C outlines an alternative regime of legal protection for operating systems that better promotes key economic objectives -- innovation and diffusion of improved technologies, standardization of products capable of generating network externalities, and vigorous competition.

A. The Need for Legal Protection

According to the economic framework developed in Part III, legal protection can alleviate the public goods problem
inherent in intellectual work. Because legal protection can be costly and have undesirable effects, policymakers should first assess the severity of the public goods problem in particular settings and evaluate offsetting factors.\textsuperscript{V.1} Subsection 1 discusses the severity of the appropriability problem in the context of computer operating systems. Subsection 2 then evaluates offsetting factors that reduce the severity of this public goods problem. Subsection 3 seeks to clarify the need for legal protection for operating systems.

1. Appropriability of Investment in Research and Development

   a. Development Costs

   The time and cost required to develop, maintain, and improve operating systems vary widely depending principally upon the type and size of the computer system for which the operating system is designed.\textsuperscript{V.2} Operating systems for the low-end or microcomputer sector of the market have short development cycles and relatively low research and development costs relative to the volume of such units produced.\textsuperscript{V.3} Operating systems for the high-end or mainframe sector of the market have long development and operating phases, and substantial research and development costs.\textsuperscript{V.4}
b. Copying Costs

The cost of copying operating systems also varies greatly across computer systems. Even though crucial components of some operating systems are coded in ROM, the cost of copying operating systems for microcomputers is low, especially when considered in relation to the size of the market that a copier can enter. In the absence of copyright protection for microcomputer operating systems, many firms would introduce microcomputers using copies of the major operating system components.\textsuperscript{v.5}

Because of the greater complexity of mainframe operating systems and the more complex interfaces between mainframe hardware and operating systems, the costs of copying these operating systems is relatively high, though no where near as high as the cost of developing the operating systems. Given the lower volumes in the mainframe market and the need to maintain and update operating system software, it is not clear that copying would be rampant in this sector of the market in the absence of copyright protection.

c. Appropriability of Investment

On high-end and other low volume products, licensing in
conjunction with trade secret protection is a viable option for capturing rewards from investments in operating system research and development. Because these systems require maintenance and other services, developers of operating systems implemented on mainframes and minicomputers can assure themselves of a steady flow of revenue through services tied to their products. A recent study of the industry forecasts that even "[t]hose whose operating systems are now in the public domain will use various mechanisms such as renaming, redistributing the functions, rewriting major sections, and implementing microcode to insure that almost all customers will have to pay some license charges for their operating systems."\textsuperscript{V.6}

In the mini and microcomputer sectors of the market, the low cost of copying operating systems does not necessarily mean that developers of operating systems cannot appropriate a sizeable portion of the benefits of their development investment. The advantage of being the first to introduce a product featuring a new operating system can enable pioneering firms to establish strong market positions.\textsuperscript{V.7} In a static marketplace, this advantage would be quickly competed away by copiers. But given the speed with which computer technology becomes obsolete, first movers can reap a large share of the benefits of an innovation and, through continuing research, take the lead on improvements and new products.
The substantial network externalities flowing from mini and microcomputer operating systems\textsuperscript{V.8} provide an added advantage to firms with good reputations and large distribution channels. Such companies can use their brand recognition to benefit from the network externalities even in the absence of legal protection for their products.\textsuperscript{V.9} Since they can get trademark protection for their products, they become associated with the industry standard if their product standard is widely adopted. In a market in which consumers value standardization, these factors provide "dominant" firms with a limited ability to charge premium prices and to tie sales of complementary products.\textsuperscript{V.10}

2. \textit{Offsetting Factors}

\textbf{a. Research Consortia}

Investors in research and development can internalize a portion of the free-rider problem by developing products together. Through joint ventures, they can share the costs of developing operating systems.\textsuperscript{V.11} Of course, this does not prevent those who do not contribute to the venture from copying the operating systems that are developed. Those who do participate, however, spread the risk of research and
development and gain earlier access to the design of the system. Moreover, because of the network externalities associated with operating systems, the entire industry benefits from the venture to the extent collaboration produces clear industry standards.

b. Government Subsidies

Government subsidies can substitute for direct commercial profits as a means of promoting research and development. The Federal Government generally funds more than one-third of all research and development in the United States. These subsidies have been and continue to be an important source of research support in the computer industry. The Department of Defense currently has major projects to develop integrated and automated software design tools, multi-processing, and artificial intelligence. The National Aeronautic and Space Administration is spending $8 billion over the next decade to develop network operating systems and software tools for the space station project. Although these projects are directed toward military and space rather than commercial applications, they will likely have some spillover into the commercial sphere.
c. University Research

Since the results of most academic research is in the public domain, university research contributes to the development of operating systems regardless of the availability of legal protection for operating systems. Universities in the United States and abroad conduct extensive software research and development. A recent study notes that operating system research is one of the principal areas of study at leading U.S., European, and Japanese universities. V.18

3. The Presence of Network Externalities

The principal source of network externalities in the operating system field flows from interchangeability of complementary products, most importantly application programs. Since most application software for mainframes is specific to the computer, mainframe operating systems do not feature significant network externalities. To the extent such computers offer network externalities, it is through their interface connections which permit substitutability of peripheral equipment. The operating systems are typically not the critical element in this form of compatibility.
By contrast, mini and microcomputers offer significant
network externalities. As these types of computers have
proliferated, many firms, both large and small, have
developed application programs to run the various operating
systems. A survey of computer users indicates that software
availability is the most important factor in selecting a
make and model of new mini or microcomputer.\textsuperscript{V.19}

4. Should Operating Systems be Protectable?

The primary focus of economic analysis in assessing the
need for legal protection is to determine whether an ade-
quate level of innovation would be forthcoming in the
absence of protection. The foregoing indicates that there
is a relatively minor public goods problem in the high end
(mainframe sector) of the operating system market and a
potentially significant problem in the middle and lower end
of the market; but that numerous other factors enable
producers to reap reward from inventive efforts and other-
wise encourage research and development in computer oper-
ating systems.

Moreover, the nature of mini and microcomputer oper-
ating systems as both formats for computer systems and
creative inventions further suggests that such operating
systems would be forthcoming even in the absence of copy-
right protection. An analogy to the development of railroad transportation helps to illuminate this point. By the mid-nineteenth century, the basic technologies for developing railroad transportation existed. Steam engines capable of moving great weights had been developed. Grades of steel capable of withstanding great force were available. The remaining step to creating a railroad system was to choose a standard gauge of track to which railroad equipment could be conformed. Although choice of an optimal track gauge depended upon certain factors -- e.g., tensile strength of the steel, size of materials to be transported -- the choice among competing gauges was relatively simple in comparison to the development of the steam engine and steel technologies. Given the great promise of a rail system to the developing economies of the nineteenth century, builders of rail equipment probably did not need a right to exclusive use of a particular railroad gauge in order to enter the railroad car market.

Similarly, to a large extent, the technological advances necessary for the development of microcomputers had already taken place by the mid-1970's. The last major step was the choice of an operating system that -- like a railroad gauge in the rail transportation industry -- would serve as a standard for firms wishing to build computer systems. Seen in this light, the desire to create a hardware
market would seem incentive enough to encourage development of a standard operating system.

A crucial policy consideration is, therefore, the extent to which operating systems are merely formats (as opposed to creative inventions.) There is no question that some operating systems are more useful than others. Since innovation in operating systems might affect the competitiveness of the U.S. computer industry and because innovation is not costless, caution suggests implementing a minimally disruptive system of legal protection. Moreover, even if no protection was warranted to generate the principal operating systems currently in use, we still might need legal protection to encourage future generations of operating systems. The next section turns to the analysis of copyright protection as a primary means for regulating the market for computer operating systems.

B. The Inappropriateness of Copyright Protection

This Section evaluates the effects of copyright protection for operating systems on the functioning of computer software and complementary hardware markets. Subsection 1 analyzes the effects of copyright protection on innovation and diffusion of new operating systems and complementary hardware products. Subsection 2 discusses the effects of
copyright protection on the realization of network externalities flowing from standardized operating systems. Subsection 3 analyzes the effects of copyright protection on competition in the computer industry. Subsection 4 summarizes the effects of copyright protection for operating systems.

Given that the public goods and network externality problems associated with operating systems in the mainframe sector of the market are minimal, there does not seem to be any justification for bestowing copyright protection on these products. Consequently, we focus below on the effects of copyright protection on the mini and microcomputer sectors of the operating system market.

1. Effects on Innovation and Diffusion

As Parts I and II discussed, the computer industry consists of overlapping markets. Part III described how the availability of legal protection at particular levels of a multi-level industry can affect innovation at other levels through diffusion mechanisms. In order to assess the effects of copyright protection for operating systems on innovation, therefore, we must look not only at its effects on the incentives to invest in research and development of operating systems but also its effects on innovation in and diffusion of complementary products.
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a. Operating Systems

In order to encourage socially desirable technological innovation, legal protection should be tailored to protect the socially valuable aspect of the intellectual work. Unlike traditional subjects of copyright protection -- literary and artistic works -- computer operating systems are not valued for their expression per se. Operating systems create value through their utilitarian functions -- their ability to direct the inner workings of computer systems. Yet copyright law only protects the expression of an idea rather than the idea itself. Therefore, copyright does not protect the valuable part of operating systems. Consequently, copyright protection does not in general encourage software developers to invent better operating systems.

A hypothetical example illustrates how copyright protection for operating systems might discourage socially valuable innovation while encouraging wasteful research and development expenditures on emulating existing industry standards. Suppose that David Corporation, a relatively small computer company, invents HAL, an extremely valuable microcomputer operating system. David writes some basic application programs for the HAL system and introduces it
with a modest marketing campaign. Computer magazines give the HAL system favorable reviews. As the market for HAL grows, application software companies begin to develop software packages to run on the innovative and powerful HAL operating system.

Goliath Corporation, a major computer manufacturer, has carefully watched the favorable reception that David's HAL system has received in the marketplace. Goliath decides to enter the market with its own system and considers its options: (1) negotiating with David for a license to copy the HAL operating system; or (2) developing a similar system on its own. Because copyright protects only the expression and not the ideas of the innovating firm, Goliath can easily develop a product embodying the ideas contained in HAL in a different form of expression without infringing David's copyright. Therefore, it would be bad business judgment for Goliath to pay for something it could get for free (or close to it). Moreover, Goliath could use its reputation and wide distribution channels to establish its system as the industry standard. This has the added benefit to Goliath of squeezing David out of the market.

Goliath's computer programmers and engineers develop the 2001 computer operating system. The 2001 uses the same ideas as the HAL system but programs designed to run on the
2001 will not run on the HAL system. In addition, the programmers develop a large library of application programs to run on the 2001. Goliath also encourages independent software firms to develop programs to run on its version of the HAL system. Goliath releases its 2001 system with great fanfare. Consumers see that the 2001 will become the industry standard and the prophesy is quickly fulfilled.

Unfortunately -- from the perspective of a society seeking to promote the development of improved operating systems -- David does not come back to slay Goliath in this story. Quite the contrary. The combination of inappropriate legal protection and strong network externalities give even a lazy giant more than enough strength to overcome an innovative, though smaller, competitor.

Even if David wanted to switch to the 2001 system, it would be frustrated by Goliath’s copyright protection. While copyright did not protect David’s ideas, it does protect Goliath’s expression. In order to compete, David must invest substantial resources in developing a compatible, though non-infringing, system. Thus, copyright now encourages David to devote its research and development efforts to a wasteful effort to emulate the industry standard.
It might be thought from this hypothetical that even though copyright protection discourages small inventors, it does protect operating systems developed by firms capable of reaping network externalities. Copyright does protect an operating system introduced by a firm capable of starting a bandwagon. But it still does not protect the ideas embodied in an innovative operating system. Therefore, we could tell another story of how a dominant firm that through painstaking research creates a brilliant operating system has its rewards whittled away by clever copiers who build compatible, yet non-infringing, operating systems. If the costs of emulating are low, the dominant firm might not be able to recover its research and development costs. If they are not, then resources are wasted on efforts to emulate an industry standard.

b. Complementary Products

Because of network externalities flowing from computer operating systems, it is difficult for hardware manufacturers to market computer systems unless they can offer one of the de facto industry standard operating systems. A number of factors limit their ability to gain access to an industry standard that is protected by copyright. As a means of sustaining a dominant position in the market-
place, the owner of an operating system copyright might limit its licensing practices as a means of locking consumers into its hardware and other products and discouraging other firms from developing directly competing products. In order to sell their hardware products to such customers, competitors must emulate the industry standard without infringing its owner's copyright. This is costly and may fail to achieve a satisfactory level of compatibility; moreover, the follower takes the risk that the dominant firm will switch operating systems, thereby leaving followers out in the cold.

Even if the owner of the copyright to the industry standard is willing to license it, the transaction costs of doing so may be too high for many smaller companies with good ideas for improving complementary products to sign on. In the microcomputer market, there are indications that IBM's dominant position and refusal to license its proprietary software have slowed the industry's move toward lower cost, mass distributed computer systems.

A major effect of granting copyright protection to operating systems, therefore, is to decrease the rate of return of hardware manufacturers wishing to compete with a dominant computer manufacturer. This in turn reduces the incentive of these firms to develop and improve hardware.
technology. Thus, by not permitting hardware manufacturers low cost access to de facto industry standard operating systems, copyright law chokes off innovation and diffusion of computer hardware products.

2. Realization of Network Externalities

Ordinarily, exact duplication is not required to reap the benefits of an idea. Therefore, copyright does not exact too high a cost for such long-lived protection.\textsuperscript{V.30} In the case of computer operating systems, however, exact duplication is essential to achieving the ability to run application programs designed for a particular operation system.\textsuperscript{V.31} In effect, therefore, copyright protection discourages realization of external benefits flowing from broad diffusion of an industry standard by severely limiting access to that standard.

The members of CONTU were aware of the possibility that granting copyright for computer software might invoke the idea/expression identity exception to copyright protection. "In the computer context, [the] idea/expression identity means that when specific instructions, even though previously copyrighted, are the only and essential means of accomplishing a given task, their later use by another will not amount to an infringement."\textsuperscript{V.32} In defining a test for
this defense to infringement of operating systems, however, the Third Circuit Court of Appeals erected a virtually insurmountable burden of proof for would-be copiers.\textsuperscript{V.33} The court stated that in order for there to be a merger of an idea with its expression, other methods of expressing the idea must be "foreclosed as a practical matter."\textsuperscript{V.34} By finding that compatibility with Apple II software and hardware to be "a commercial and competitive objective" of Franklin rather than an essential function of the operating system programs,\textsuperscript{V.35} the court failed to appreciate the network externalities inherent in computer operating systems. The competitor can always offer a similar computer product without infringing the dominant firm; but it cannot (at least without substantial, socially worthless effort) offer compatibility without infringing. If potential network externalities are large, then the Third Circuit's decision in \textit{Apple} has and will continue to extract a high social cost.

The availability of legal protection for operating systems not only prevents firms from offering compatible products but also discourages them from coordinating efforts to establish and develop uniform industry-wide standards. As we discussed in Part III, dominant firms might prefer to offer non-compatible products even when net social welfare would be improved by their adoption of compatible
products. This observation is consistent with Professor Brock's observations about the evolution of the U.S. computer industry. He finds that IBM strongly resisted efforts to standardize computer interfaces and programming languages. The availability of copyright protection for computer operating systems strengthens dominant firms' ability to resist standardization by giving them the legal right to enjoin those who adopt their operating systems. It is not surprising, therefore, to find a lack of clearly defined standards to be the major impediment to growth in the U.S. computer industry.

3. Conclusions

Our analysis suggests that there is little need for copyright protection for operating systems designed to run on mainframe computers. With respect to mini and microcomputer operating systems, copyright protection makes it more difficult for society to reap the benefits of significant network externalities, discourages and distorts innovation in operating systems and complementary computer hardware, and slows diffusion of computer products. This does not mean that legal protection cannot alleviate the market failures flowing from the public goods and network externality attributes of computer operating systems; rather it
means that copyright is ill-suited to remedying these market failures. In the next Section, we draw upon the lessons from the shortcomings of copyright protection to tailor a system of legal protection that can better serve the public interest.

C. Tailoring Legal Protection for Operating Systems

Part of the reason for copyright's inability to promote economic efficiency in the provision of computer products is that the public goods and network externality problems suggest conflicting modes of legal protection. Public goods problems are alleviated by expanding legal protection for intellectual work. On the other hand, external benefits from networks are promoted by facilitating access to a standard. Thus, the difficult policy question is how to promote standardization on the one hand to ensure compatibility while at the same time encouraging continuing innovation (along the entire spectrum from software to hardware) on the other. By closely tailoring legal protection to reward desired innovation while permitting reasonable access to industry standards, it is possible to reach a satisfactory accommodation of these objectives.

In theory, patent law is well suited to protecting the intellectual work contained in computer operating systems.
A patent protects new and useful processes and machines. Given the interchangeability of hardware and software, it seems logical to protect computer operating systems and dedicated computers embodying a particular operating system with the same form of legal protection. Because patent law protects ideas, those who create patentable operating systems could be better assured of appropriating a substantial portion of the benefits of their efforts.

As we noted in Part IV, it is difficult to obtain patent protection for computer programs. It should be pointed out, however, that although the scope of patent protection for computer software is uncertain, some recent cases have upheld the patentability of computer programs that manipulate the internal operations of a computer. Moreover, the importance of network externalities flowing from widespread access to a common mini and microcomputer operating system suggests that legal protection should be hard to come by (and short in duration).

To accommodate the objective of encouraging innovation in operating system technology, Congress should consider creating a hybrid form of patent protection specifically tailored to accommodate the market failures endemic to the provision of computer operating systems. As with traditional patent law, the standard for protection should
be novelty, non-obviousness, and usefulness; dominant firms (or anyone else) should not be able to "lock-up" an industry standard simply by expressing it in a unique way.

To be feasible, the modified form of patent protection for computer operating systems should be determined on the basis of a timely examination of patent applications. And given the rapid pace of technological change in the computer field and the interest in promoting access to industry standards, patent protection for operating systems should be shorter in duration than traditional patent protection. V.44

In order to promote continued innovation in widely-used operating systems, the operating system patent code should, like the Semiconductor Chip Protection Act, permit some limited form of reverse engineering. And like traditional patent law, it should not infringe the hybrid code for consumers to buy a ROM or other device containing a patented operating system and modify it for sale to a third person. V.45

In order to facilitate realization of network externalities, the hybrid patent code should contain a flexible compulsory licensing provision. V.46 Such a provision would promote access to an industry standard while assuring reward to the creator of an innovative and socially
valuable operating system. It would also limit the ability of dominant firms in the industry to engage in anticompetitive practices.

The need for compulsory licensing as a means for promoting competition and rewarding innovation is brought into focus by the recent decision of the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals in Digidyne Corp. v. Data General Corp. In Data General, the defendant (Data General), a manufacturer of computers, refused to license its RDOS operating system to firms using a central processing unit other than Data General's "NOVA" system. Recognizing the anticompetitive effects of this practice in a market featuring network externalities, the Ninth Circuit held that Data General's licensing practices were an unlawful tying arrangement that violated federal antitrust law.

In light of the strong network externalities flowing from compatibility, computer operating systems serve as "essential facilities" in computer hardware markets. Unless a firm can get onto the network, its products will be at a great disadvantage relative to those that can run the vast stock of application programs designed for the industry standard. The royalty rate should be set so as to compensate true innovators for the cost of building a useful "highway" for the market plus a fair profit (adjusted for
the risk of failure).\textsuperscript{50} For high volume products, these rates would probably be low. In the microcomputer market, for example, the rate would probably be less than $1 for access to the major operating systems (assuming that the Apple and IBM operating systems merited hybrid patent protection at all).\textsuperscript{51}

A patent code for operating systems based on the above outline a preferable balance of the conflicting policy concerns raised by computer operating systems. By providing solid protection for truly innovative and useful operating systems, the code rewards innovation in operating systems. The limits on this regime of protection -- moderate duration, reverse engineering, adaptation -- and the provision for compulsory licensing promote access to operating systems that emerge as industry standards, wide diffusion of computer products, and innovation in hardware products. The code also avoids wasteful expenditure of resources on efforts to emulate an industry standard.

The proposed operating system code would most likely entail somewhat higher administrative costs than the current system. Patent examinations, though streamlined, would be significantly more expensive than the cost of copyright registration. Moreover, compulsory licensing proceedings as well as the cost of monitoring use of protected operating
systems would add to the expense of the system. If the royalty rates are small (as the microcomputer example indicates), however, members of the industry could be expected to cooperate in ensuring that patent owners are properly compensated.
VI. Legal Protection for Application Programs

This Part presents an economic analysis of legal protection for intellectual work embodied in application programs. Section A assesses the need for legal protection, and concludes that the ease with which valuable programs can be copied justifies limited legal protection. Section B analyzes the costs and benefits of using traditional copyright doctrine to protect these programs. Section C outlines a sui generis form of legal protection that better promotes technological innovation and diffusion of software products.

A. The Need for Legal Protection

At the outset, it will be useful to distinguish between software programs written specifically for particular consumers (contract programs) and general purpose programs that can be used by more than one consumer (software packages). Contract programs do not invoke the public goods problem because the full benefit of the creator's work is realized by the single or few consumers for whom the programs are designed; therefore, the creator can easily limit the distribution of its work and can charge for its full development and maintenance costs. VI.1 Contract programming has been the mainstay of the software industry
during most of its history. With advances in general purpose computing in the past decade, however, software packages have become an important software product, particularly at the low-end or microcomputer sector of the market. Because the contract program sector of the market does not evidence significant public goods problems, we focus upon the software packages sector of the industry below.

The characteristics of software packages vary widely depending principally upon the type of computer system on which the application programs will be run. Software packages for the low-end of the market typically have high unit volumes, short product life cycles, and low or zero maintenance costs. At the middle and upper levels of the equipment size spectrum, software packages are characterized by lower unit volumes, longer product life cycles, and higher maintenance costs.\textsuperscript{VI.2}

In the absence of devices to inhibit copying,\textsuperscript{VI.3} the cost of copying software packages for most systems is low. Programs are typically stored on disks or tapes that can usually be copied directly on the machine for which they were designed. Even where direct copying is not possible, resourceful computer programmers and engineers can often reverse engineer the programs.
Despite the ease of copying, there are ways by which creators of application program can appropriate their investments in research and development. Creators of low-volume, high-cost software packages for high-end computers can often realize much of their cost on the first units released. The price of these programs can exceed $60,000. Moreover, most of this software is not sold outright but is licensed or leased on a monthly or yearly basis, with separate fees for maintenance, updating, and improvements.\textsuperscript{VI.4} The low volumes of these sales make it possible for the creator to obtain trade secret protection for their intellectual work.

Appropriating the cost of developing software packages for microcomputers is more difficult. Prices for these programs -- ranging from $20 to $1000 -- do not allow creators to recover their investment costs on the first units sold. They make their return on high volume sales.\textsuperscript{VI.5} Because high volume sales requires them to market these programs widely, however, creators lose the ability to obtain trade secret protection.

Creators of high-volume application packages have sought other means of appropriating their development costs. Some tie maintenance and program enhancement services to
their programs. VI.6 Others use copy-protect devices that prevent or impede copying. VI.7 However, no failsafe device without some drawbacks has yet been developed. Moreover, these forms of protection have the undesirable effect of limiting the consumer's ability to modify programs.

Thus, the ease with which software packages can be copied suggests that some form of legal protection is needed to assure creators of software packages an adequate return to their investment. It should be emphasized that this concern is most acute in the low-end/microcomputer sector of the market. Creators of low-volume packages for medium-sized and large computer systems can use licensing agreements to protect their intellectual work. Moreover, they can tie maintenance support and enhancement services to their programs in order to reap a stream of payments over the life of the programs. Creators of software packages sold in retail stores do not have these means of protecting their intellectual work from copiers and therefore are in the most need of legal protection.

B. Overinclusiveness of Full Copyright Protection

This Section assesses the efficacy of the current system for protecting intellectual work embodied in application programs. Subsection 1 analyzes the effects of
traditional copyright protection on the incentives to innovate and diffuse computer technologies. Subsection 2 assesses the role of network externalities in the application software market. Subsection 3 discusses the effects of traditional copyright protection on competition in markets for computer hardware and software.

1. Effects on Innovation and Diffusion

In a recent survey of two thousand diverse organizations, Software News found that "documentation" and "ease of use" are the most important selection criteria among application software users.\textsuperscript{VI.8} These results suggest that expression is a critical factor in the value of application software. Thus, copyright protection does protect the socially valuable aspect of the intellectual work embodied in application programs.

While copyright does not effectively prevent copiers from making single or a few copies (because of detection and enforcement costs), it does inhibit competing firms from reproducing works on a mass scale.\textsuperscript{VI.9} Therefore, copyright greatly enhances the ability of creators of high-volume application programs to capture a substantial portion of the social value of their work.
Copyright's long duration of coverage and limitations on adaptation of protected works, however, inhibit the creation of improvements on existing programs, thereby constraining diffusion of such programs. One commentator notes that "[n]ew computer programs . . . often rely on existing programs, and this reliance will surely increase when programmers reach the stage of creating new programs by computer instead of human intellectual effort." VI.10 In addition, innovation in application packages can take the form of combining existing application programs in a useful way. VI.11 Traditional copyright doctrine does not easily accommodate this form of innovation. Except where the programs to be enhanced, combined, or synthesized are in the public domain or the proprietary library of the would-be creator, she must license the desired programs. The transaction costs associated with licensing in this context can be prohibitive.

2. Realization of Network Externalities

Application programs do create network externalities; but of a different type than operating systems. As users become familiar with a particular type of application program -- for example, a word processing program or a spreadsheet -- the value of their knowledge is greater, the greater is the adoption of that product. This network
externality is similar to that created by a standardized typewriter keyboard. In effect, wide adoption of common application programs means that users' acquired skills are transferable to a different workplace. But unlike the QWERTY example, the switching costs associated with application programs are relatively small because of the availability of many application programs in the major formats.

The availability of copyright protection for dominant application packages will discourage realization of some of the benefits of these network externalities by enhancing the ability of dominant firms to act unilaterally in establishing proprietary standard programs. For example, dominant firms might try to have their word processing packages, spreadsheets, or programming language adopted, even though another package of comparable capability has achieved popularity on the market. Such firms may also undermine efforts to establish uniform voluntary standards.

3. Effects on Competition

Unlike the case of operating systems, the potential for consumer lock-in and tying with application programs is not
great under a copyright regime. Although it is theoretically possible for the creator of an application package to tie its sale to hardware and operating systems, this market power is greatly limited by the availability of close substitutes. Unlike with operating systems, exact coding is not essential to producing a similar competing application program.

4. **Conclusions**

Copyright protection does promote innovation in application programs, though not without some inhibiting effects on diffusion and the realization of network externalities. The next Section suggests ways that legal protection might be better tailored so as to retain the beneficial effects of copyright protection while reducing some of its negative impacts.

C. **Tailoring Legal Protection for Application Programs**

As with legal protection for operating systems, Congress should consider creating a special form of legal protection for application programs. Given the importance of improving existing programs as a primary mode of technological innovation and the presence of some network externalities, legal protection should be significantly
shorter in duration than that under traditional copyright law. The relatively short commercial life of most application programs\textsuperscript{VI.16} indicates that legal protection should be correspondingly short.\textsuperscript{VI.17}

The regime for protecting application programs should also allow for reverse engineering. In designing legal protection for semiconductor chips, Congress recognized the importance of reverse engineering in enabling researchers to advance a field in which innovations are cumulative.\textsuperscript{VI.18} A limited reverse engineering provision in the application software code would similarly promote the advancement of application software technology.\textsuperscript{VI.19}

Congress should also consider the desirability of a limited form of compulsory licensing of application packages. In order to realize the benefits of network externalities and to promote creativity in the integration of software programs, it would seem worthwhile to allow limited access to application programs, particularly those that emerge as industry standards. This could be achieved without dulling primary creative incentives by delaying the availability of compulsory licensing for a limited period to allow the creator of the program to reap the rewards of commercial success.
VII. Concluding Remarks

This Article has highlighted two serious flaws in the analysis which guided Congress in adopting copyright as the primary means for protecting intellectual work embodied in computer software. With regard to the public goods problem associated with technological innovation, CONTU failed to distinguish among software products and to assess carefully the need for additional legal protection. Second, CONTU overlooked the fact that operating systems serve as product standards which are capable of producing substantial network externalities.

When these considerations are taken into account, a very different set of policy recommendations emerge. Legal protection for mini and microcomputer operating systems must reward important innovations without bestowing pure monopolies to their innovators. It was shown that copyright protection of operating systems exacerbates the market failures endemic to the market for operating systems; and that a hybrid form of patent protection with the availability of compulsory licensing had the potential to satisfy these constraints. Legal protection for mass marketed application programs, on the other hand, is amenable to copyright protection; but of much shorter duration and featuring more flexibility than traditional copyright doctrine.
The analysis and recommendations of this Article set out an agenda for further research. We have highlighted the principal market failures affecting the provision of computer software and sketched out their policy implications. But there is much to be learned by studying each of the factors discussed in this paper in greater detail and with the aid of technological expertise. What is needed is for Congress to appoint a new commission comprised of computer scientists, economists, and lawyers to study these problems in depth. The commission should assess a broad range of policy options — from hybrid forms of legal protection to direct ways of coordinating industry development — because the problems identified here are not exclusively or necessarily best addressed solely through traditional modes of legal protection.

Swiftness in taking action is all the more important because it seems that the United States is quickly leading the world community toward an ill-advised system of legal protection for computer software. VII.1 Traditional copyright protection has yet to become entrenched as the world standard, but the possibility is not far off. VII.2 The United States can play a important role in directing the way toward a sounder course, but only through careful analysis of the underlying problems.
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